As Michael Davies has already pointed out now more than ever is the time when our commitment has to be complete, dedicated and sacrificial in nature. The support of our Traditional Parish and our Priest will be the responsibility of our Traditional community.

Since the arrival of our Parish Priest is expected to occur sometime in July the following initiatives will be undertaken immediately:
1. a provisional Quasi Parish registry will be established; and
2. financial parish donations will be collected from our community to cover Parish expenses.

Ellie Raeder the Membership Chairman of the VTMS will be collecting the names for our registry. All those who intend to belong to the Latin Traditional Quasi Parish are kindly requested to give their names to Ellie Raeder as soon as possible. All families and individual members of our community are asked, if at all possible, to begin their financial commitment by making a lump sum donation to our Parish fund. Then weekly or monthly donations should be started corresponding to the cycle you now use. All monies thus donated will be received by the VTMS and tax receipts will be available at year end. The monies will be used solely for our Parish. It would be preferable if you donate by means of cheques to give the VTMS postdated cheques, to year end, so that cash flow can be estimated and a budget established.

David Reid